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Have one to sell?

Visit the Hornit Store

Hornit CLUG Bike Clip Indoor &
Outdoor Bicycle Storage Rack &
Mount System, 5 Sizes, Easy to
install

    3,126 ratings | 78 answered questions

List Price:  Details
Price:  Get Fast, Free Shipping with Amazon

Prime & FREE Returns 
You Save:  (16%) 

About this item

World's smallest bike rack. Easily mounts to any type of
wall or vertical surface.
World's smallest bike rack. Easily mounts to any type of
wall or vertical surface.
Clug your bike vertically or horizontally against any
surface. Vertical mounting requires rear tire to rest on the
ground.
Available in five sizes to fit most bikes (Roadie, Hybrid,
MTB, XL, and XXL).
Organizes indoor and outdoor spaces, increases usable
floor area, minimal profile.
One CLUG per bike; no hooks, straps, bars or other
equipment necessary. All mounting and installation
hardware included.

PRO BIKE TOOL Bike Wall Mount - Horizontal Indoor Storage
$44.99

…  
2,160

LuBanSir Bike Rack Straps, 8 Pack
(8" & 24") Adjustable

$10.99

…  
515

Sponsored › › › ›

Select delivery location

Get Fast, Free Shipping with
Amazon Prime
& FREE Returns 

FREE delivery:  Monday, Dec
20 on orders over $25.00
shipped by Amazon. Details

Fastest delivery: Tomorrow 
Order within 8 hrs and 14 mins
Details

Arrives before Christmas

In Stock. 

  Secure transaction

Ships from Amazon

Sold by Kaviso Outdoors

Return policy: Returnable until
Jan 31, 2022 

Add a Protection Plan:

$20.95

Add to Cart

Buy Now

Enjoy fast, FREE delivery,
exclusive deals and award-
winning movies & TV
shows with Prime 
Try Prime and start saving
today with Fast, FREE
Delivery

2-Year Protection for $1.99

Add a gift receipt for easy
returns

Add to List

Sell on Amazon

Sponsored 

3 VIDEOS

Roll over image to zoom in

$24.95

$20.95

$4.00

Get $60 off instantly: Pay $0.00 upon approval for the
Amazon Store Card.

Color: White/Black 

Style: Hybrid (33-43mm) 

$20.95 $20.95 See available

options

Hybrid (33-
43mm)

$20.95

Roadie (23-
32mm)

$20.95

MTB (44-57mm)

$24.95

Mtb Xl (58-
69mm)

$25.95

Xxl Plus (70-
81mm)

$24.95

MTB XL (58-
69mm)

See available

options

Color White/Black

Vehicle
Service Type

Bicycle

Material Plastic

Brand Hornit

Item
Dimensions
LxWxH

2.2 x 2.2 x 1.6 inches

Item Weight 1 6 OuncesSee more
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Frequently bought together

Total price: $34.92

Show details

Special offers and product promotions

Your cost could be $0.00 instead of $20.95! Get a $75 Amazon Gift Card instantly upon approval for the Amazon Rewards Visa Card Learn more

Have a question?
Find answers in product info, Q&As, reviews

From the manufacturer

HOMEE Bike Rack Garage 2 Pack Bike Wall
Mount Vertical Bike Hooks Storage System
Wall

$19.99

…  

5% off coupon

1,049

Sponsored 

Add both to Cart

These items are shipped from and sold by different sellers.

This item: Hornit CLUG Bike Clip Indoor & Outdoor Bicycle Storage Rack & Mount System, 5 Sizes, Easy to install $20.95

Command Large Picture Hanging Strips, White, Holds up to 16 lbs, 14-Pairs, Easy to Open Packaging $13.97

4 stars and above
Sponsored 

      

Ibera Horizontal Bike
Wall Mount Hanger,
Indoor Bicycle Hook
Holder Storage Rack fo...

 5,492

$36.98 

2 Sets of Compact Bike
Wall Mount with
Protector with Hardware
- Easy to Install Ha...

 385

$25.99 

FANATU Bike Hanger
Wall Mount (Pack 1 to 5)
Bike Bicycle Storage
Rack for Garage an...

 61

$18.97 

Steadyrack Bike Racks -
Classic Rack - Wall
Mounted Bike Rack
Storage Solution for ...

 202

$161.98

PRO BIKE TOOL Bike
Wall Mount - Horizontal
Indoor Storage Rack for
1 Bicycle in Gar...

 2,160

$44.99 

Steadyrack Bike Racks -
Fender Rack - Wall
Mounted Bike Rack
Storage Solution for Y...

 92

$161.99 

PRO BIKE TO
Wall Rack - 3 
Version - Adju
Indoor Bicycle

 

$59.99 

Products related to this item
Sponsored 

      

Bike Wall Mount - No
Marks Bike Hooks for
Garage, Home or
Commercial Use…

 8

$25.99 

2 Sets of Compact Bike
Wall Mount with
Protector with Hardware
- Easy to Install Ha...

 385

$25.99 

Ibera Horizontal Bike
Wall Mount Hanger,
Indoor Bicycle Hook
Holder Storage Rack fo...

 5,492

$36.98 

Eapele Bike Pedal
Hanger Bicycle Wall
Mount Horizontal
Hanger, Heavy-Duty…

$15.99 

Steadyrack Bike Racks -
Classic Rack - Wall
Mounted Bike Rack
Storage Solution for ...

 202

$161.98

4-FQ Bike Wall Mount
Bike Rack Garage
Horizontal Bike Hanger
for Garage Wall Bike R...

$25.99 

Bike Wall Mou
Storage Hang
Adjustable Bi
Holder for Ind

 

$21.99 
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Clug Roadie Clug Hybrid Clug MTB Clug MTB XL CLUG Plus XXL

Tire Type The original Clug

designed to fit the

skinny tires on your

road racers and urban

fixies.

Designed to fit those

comfy, urban commuter

tires that get you and

your sweet bod around

town in style.

This Clug is designed to

fit the fat, knobby tires

you single-trackers

grip-it and rip-it on.

Designed for those

ultimate trail tires,

ready to shred any line.

For the fat, ultra grip

tires, that keep your bike

agile and ready to hit

the track.

Tire Size Range 1 - 1.25" / 23-32 mm 1.3 - 1.7" / 33 - 43 mm 1.75 - 2.25" / 44 - 57

mm

2.3 - 2.7" / 58 - 69 mm 2.75 - 3.2" / 70 - 81 mm

Not sure what size CLUG you need? We can help you with that.

Measure your Tire
Indicated size ranges are based on your
Actual physical tire width. It's best to go old
fashion, get your ruler out and measure the
width of your tire.

Finally, select the appropriate Clug size to
give your bike the perfect hug.

Size: Roadie
This size is designed to fit Road Bike Tires
– small and lean.

If your tire is between 23 and 32mm (1″
to 1.25″) then this is the size for you!

Size: Hybrid
This size is designed to fit Hybrid Tires –
comfortable and wide but not too knobby.

If your tire is between 33 and 43mm (1.3″
to 1.7″) then this is the size for you!

Size: MTB
This size is designed to fit Mountain Bike
Tires – knobby and ready to shred trails.

If your tire is between 1.75″ and 2.25″
(44mm to 57mm) then this is the size for
you!

Installation: It's almost too easy to install

Step 1: Do you have the right
Clug?
If you haven’t already, you’ll need to check
that the Clug you got is the right size for
your tire.

As a handy guide, we also put the maximum
and minimum sizes for each Clug right on
the side of the box. Just hold it up to your
tire and check to see that it is within the
range.

Note: Clug is a tiny bike rack that works
with your floor to store your bike. Clug can't
Hang your bike, it doesn't work that way
and you might hurt your back trying. We
wouldn't want that.

Step 2: Location and
Alignment
Time to figure out where your Clug is
going. Once you’ve found your section of
the wall, you can use the alignment guide
on the box to get your hole spacing marked
precisely.

Holding your bike in the position you want
it (you can get a friend to help here), you’ll
want to align the position of your Clug with
the centre of your wheel, where the tire
touches the wall.

Step 3: Drills, Holes, and
Anchors
You’ll need to drill some holes if you are
putting Clug on anything other than wood
surface (or a stud in the wall). To drill, just
stick your template lightly to the wall and
drill right through the guide.

If you drilled holes, insert the anchors from
your box into the holes to give you
something to screw into.

Step 4: Screws, Clip, and Grip
Separate the Clipper from the Gripper and
screw the Clipper into the wall.

You’ll be able to make small adjustments
before you tighten the screws fully, to
make sure that your Clug is level.

Snap the Gripper in to cover the screw
heads, and you’re ready to Clug!
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Product guides and documents

Installation Manual (PDF)

See questions and answers

Mounting Options Vertical or Horizontal Vertical or Horizontal Vertical or Horizontal Vertical or Horizontal Vertical or Horizontal

Product Size 1.6 x 1.6 x 1.4" 2.2 x 2.2 x 1.6" 3.2 x 3.2 x 2" 3.7 x 3.7 x 2.16" 3.9 x 3.9 x 2.16"

Product details

Date First Available   :   May 4, 2021

ASIN   :   B0944MCXVZ

Best Sellers Rank: #16,786 in Sports & Outdoors (See Top 100 in Sports & Outdoors)
#13 in Indoor Bike Storage

Customer Reviews:
    3,126 ratings

Customer Questions & Answers

Videos

Videos for this product

Kaviso, LLC Lawson Hammock Lawson Hammock Kaviso, LLC Lawson Ha

3:51

CLUG Hybrid Size & Fitting Guide

0:44

Clug Bike Clip Demonstration

1:13

How to install your CLUG

1:33

Hornit - Transform Your Ride Choose th

Upload your video

Free delivery for eligible orders
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Top reviews from the United States

 Aesthetics are nice, function is just ok
Reviewed in the United States on July 6, 2017
Style: Roadie (23-32mm) Color: White/Black Verified Purchase

60 people found this helpful

Report abuse

Tim N

When we moved to a new home I wanted to find a good solution for our bicycles in the garage, so I picked
one of these up to give it a try. 

It works fine in general, but I have a few minor issues that would cause me to not buy any others: 
*If you bump into the bike it is likely to fall from the mount 
*you really need to keep your tires well inflated to avoid the bike falling on its own. Not a problem with
bikes that are used often enough, but I have at least one that gets little use and this causes an issue. 

Note that I "fixed" these issues slightly by adding some velcro behind the strap around the wheel. This
solution is a little bit of a pain and makes using the mount far less convenient than it could be. 

Given the cost of the CLUG, I will likely be using another solution, such as cheaper screw-in rubber coated
hooks instead.

Helpful

 GREAT hack for property renters
Reviewed in the United States on November 15, 2018
Style: Hybrid (33-43mm) Color: White/Black Verified Purchase

35 people found this helpful

Report abuse

Ben

My roommate and I needed a way to efficiently store our multiple bikes without taking up a lot of space in
our apartment or putting anchor holes in the wall. I got 3 of these CLUGs and installed each to a section of
painted baseboard trim. I then used CommandStrips to adhere the trim to the wall (very solid hold against
sheering forces). When its time to move, the CommandStrips will pull free without damaging the paint and
I can take my snazzy little racks to their new home. 

With a small guard at the back-tire position to avoid marring the base of the wall, the bikes hang perfectly,
neatly, and I didn't have to endanger my damage deposit. 

The CLUGs also work as advertised. I've had one bike fall over the last 6 months because I had a leak in the
front tire and it went flat. Keep your tires inflated (at least above 15 psi I reckon), and you'll be fine.

Helpful

 Does not fit tire sizes that it says it does
Reviewed in the United States on November 21, 2018
Style: Roadie (23-32mm) Color: White/Orange Verified Purchase

18 people found this helpful

Report abuse

Mike K.

I've purchased the small and medium size Clugs for differing tire sizes, and had fitment issues with both
products. The Clug says it can fit a range of tire sizes in its description. However, if your tires are on the
smaller size of the spectrum for your particular Small/Medium/Large Clug, I can virtually guarantee it will
not fit. It will slide in, and then slide right back out without being held in place like the product is supposed
to do. So just keep that in mind before you buy. If your bike is more in the middle or upper range of the
dimensions, then this should work fine. 

Side note - The first Clug I purchased was missing the wall anchor and had to be exchanged. Wasn't a big
ideal but still bothersome to buy a new product that doesn't include everything it's supposed to come with.

Helpful

 Great simple minimalist option
Reviewed in the United States on December 27, 2020
Style: Mtb Xl (58-69mm) Color: White/Black Verified Purchase

Ben
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Top reviews from other countries

6 people found this helpful

Report abuse

I bought the XL clug for my full suspension mountain bike with a 2.5" maxxis DHF up front. 

I have another clug for my road bike that fits very snugly, so I was a bit wary when the big knobby tire slid
in so easily without much resistance. I think as the clug size gets larger, the plastic feels more flexible and
doesn't give you the same satisfying "thunk" when you put the tire in. 

My fear was unwarranted. The tire is secure and I think as long as the pressure stays above 10psi, it will
stay put. 

I may add a velcro or cage strap under the clug as a backup. Especially when storing for multiple weeks in
the off-season, a strap around the tire would add insurance if the tire deflates over time. 

Pro tip: the larger clugs are big enough to stick command strips to the back. They only deal with about 5lb
force max, so you can install these in an apartment without drilling holes. The smaller clugs will to be

Helpful

 Dissappointed
Reviewed in the United States on December 31, 2019
Style: Roadie (23-32mm) Color: Black/Black Verified Purchase

7 people found this helpful

Report abuse

Ashlee

I bought the Hornit to keep my bike upright (I'm clipping the front tire on it while both tires on the ground,
horizontally) in my condo and unfortunately it was a disappointing purchase. 

For starters, there is no room for error when drilling holes for this thing. I was about a millimeter off on
one of the screws and had to drill a larger hole in order to get the screw to line up with it. And the size of
the hole you need to drill is much bigger than I had anticipated...Also, one of the screws I received was
defective so thankfully I had one laying around that I could use. 

My bike tire is 32mm so I purchased the smallest Hornit after reading a review that said it would be better
to have it snug than too loose. With my tire right on the edge of the small one and the next size up, I just
don't think it's fully compatible with my bike. It takes some force to get it to clip in and once it's clipped, if I
tip my bike over a few inches, it falls right over. Maybe the next size up would be better but I'm concerned
that one would be too loose. 

I guess it will sort of do it's job as long as one handle bar uses the wall for support. I can't imagine that thisRead more

Helpful

 Wonderfully awesome. Buy this.
Reviewed in the United States on April 7, 2016
Style: Roadie (23-32mm) Color: White/Black Verified Purchase

19 people found this helpful

Report abuse

Evan

Purchased this as a minimalist solution to bike storage in a very small bedroom (pics attached). Installation
is wonderfully simple - I used the included template to mark spots to drill to put small holes for the
drywall anchors. Tap in the drywall anchors with a hammer. Then take a phillips head screwdriver to put
the screws into those. It holds the bike as designed. The tires shown in pics are 25mm Continental
Gatorskin tires but I feel that 23 or 28 would also fit fine in this size of CLUG. 

It seems to hold securely enough, but my only critique/concern during installation is that the drywall
anchors felt like they were going to bend or break when tapping them in, I wish they were a bit more
substantial/sturdy so that the apparatus felt more secure in drywall. I would recommend you put this into
a stud where possible thus bypassing the need for the plastic anchors entirely, but that wasn't an option
for me. If it rips/falls out in the future, I will just have to grab a couple new drywall anchors and move it
over an inch left or right in the same wall. 

In short, buy this.

Helpful
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 Excellent product, but go down a size if you are at the low end of the range
Reviewed in the United Kingdom on July 15, 2020
Style: Mtb Xl (58-69mm) Color: White/Black Verified Purchase

32 people found this helpful

Report abuse

RJ

This is a great product, without doubt. My only criticism is the tyre size range recommendation. 
We have tyres that are 2.35" so i bought the MTB XL as they start from 2.3", however, this doesn't sit snug
and hold the bike wheel vertically. You can balance it precariously but the slightest nudge will knock the
bike out resulting in a loud crash! (first hand experience). That said, if you put teh bike up and then angle
the front wheel to one side it holds it better. 

We also bought some mtb size ones and the 2.362 fits really snug and secure so I would recommend going
for a smaller size if you are right at the low end of the size range. 

We also have two bikes with 1.95" wheels which is at the low end of the mtb size range (starting at 1.75"),
and these again need to be angled to feel secured. If I hadn't already fitted them all, I might try to
exchange them for the hybrid size, but I figure we'll get bikes with bigger tyres in the future so going to
make do. 

Just wanted to share my size findings in case they help anyone. All said and done, they are REALLY easy toRead more

 Amazing idea. Just too small for mtb despite buying the right size
Reviewed in the United Kingdom on July 18, 2018
Style: MTB (44-57mm) Color: White/Black Verified Purchase

18 people found this helpful

Report abuse

B1gsword

I saw these on youtube and thought they where ingenious... to be fair I still think that but I did know to be
carful to check the size as there are ones for different tyres. This one is for upto 2.6 I believe and my tyres
are 29 x 2.1. They barley fit. I mean a massive effort to click it in. Please don’t be put off by this as this is
still a really cool good quility product but just be warned if you own a mtb or have a larger thick wheel you
will struggle.

 A bit loose for me unfortunately....
Reviewed in the United Kingdom on July 3, 2020
Style: Xxl Plus (70-81mm) Color: White/Orange Verified Purchase

5 people found this helpful

Report abuse

Mr Adam Hill

I’ve only given it 3 stars as I ride 2.85 tyres but in my opinion the appropriate sized clug is a tad to big. I
therefore used an old ratchet strap around the whole thing just for extra security. My tire is properly
inflated so it’s not because I’m riding low pressures either. Packaging is great, comes with all the necessary
bits and the cardboard box with the drill points is a neat touch. I like it but in hindsight the size down
would probably have been the better option. At £17 though it’s not something I’d buy another to replace it
with. My tyre size was only just in to the largest size but it clearly was hence my purchase. The strap,
although not as aesthetically pleasing, does the job so if you found yourself in the same sort of situation
it’s not useless. It’s not until it’s on the wall either that you can see how the bike ‘pulls’ on the clug. By the
time you’ve installed you’ve used the screws and plugs so sending back wouldn’t probably be an option.

 Love it.
Reviewed in the United Kingdom on April 4, 2017
Style: Roadie (23-32mm) Color: Black/Black Verified Purchase

21 people found this helpful

Report abuse

Mned

Got this a week or so ago. Easy to put up. 
I took note of a few of rhe comments that if the tyre deflates if tou don't use your bike for a while, so when
I attached it to the wall I put a velcro strip behind it and made sure the screws went through that as well. 
I tested it by letting the tyre down whilst attached to the clug and it stayed firmly in place. 
I like the minimalist look of the clug on the wall as it is in my conservatory, which occasionally gets used
when friends come round & if needed the bike can be relegated elsewhere for a while. 
Would buy again.

 Simple and neat product
Reviewed in the United Kingdom on April 3, 2021
Style: MTB (44-57mm) Color: White/Black Verified Purchase

Mr S T-Woo
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HOMEE Bike Rack Garage 2 Pack Bike Wal…

$19.99

5% off coupon

1,049
Shop now

One person found this helpful

Report abuse

I've been looking at these for ages and finally bought 3 of them, 2 hybrid and 1 Mtb. The sizes at the low
end of the mtb and max on the hybrid is only 1mm different so I have my sons bike is loose in the mtb clug
but it still holds. If anything it's super easy for him but I am concerned it will fall out and knock the other
bikes. 
My wheel was the max in the hybrid and is a tight fit so over time I am worried this may damage the plastic
but I will see. 

The downside to these products are the screws that come with them, I had 1 snap as I was nearly done. I
was unable to get it out so had to work around it! For the hybrid clugs I swapped out 2 of the screws due to
poor quality. 

Pros, they are small and easy to install if you have no isues with the screws, they and quick to use and easy
to clean. 

Cons, concerns over wheels being loose if your wheel is at the lower end of the size that it may fall out,Read more
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